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Clinical research is on the threshold of a new era in
which electronic health records (EHRs) are gaining
an important novel supporting role. Whilst EHRs
used for routine clinical care have some limitations
at present, as discussed in this review, new
improved systems and emerging research infrastructures are being developed to ensure that
EHRs can be used for secondary purposes such
as clinical research, including the design and
execution of clinical trials for new medicines.

Introduction
We are currently on the edge of a golden era of
medical understanding, with the amount of available information to support healthcare increasing
at an enormous rate. Computer and information
science concepts and tools are now part of the
framework of biomedical science. Scientific computing platforms and infrastructures allow new
types of experiments that were impossible to con-

EHR systems should be able to exchange information through the use of recently published international standards for their interoperability and
clinically validated information structures (such as
archetypes and international health terminologies), to ensure consistent and more complete
recording and sharing of data for various patient
groups. Such systems will counteract the obstacles
of differing clinical languages and styles of documentation as well as the recognized incompleteness of routine records. Here, we discuss some of
the legal and ethical concerns of clinical research
data reuse and technical security measures that
can enable such research while protecting privacy.
In the emerging research landscape, cooperation
infrastructures are being built where research
projects can utilize the availability of patient data
from federated EHR systems from many different
sites, as well as in international multilingual settings. Amongst several initiatives described, the
EHR4CR project offers a promising method for
clinical research. One of the first achievements of
this project was the development of a protocol
feasibility prototype which is used for finding
patients eligible for clinical trials from multiple
sources.
Keywords: clinical
research,
electronic
health
records, research ethics, research techniques.

duct only 10 years ago, changing the way scientists
‘do science’ [1]. The past decades of progress in
health information technology (HIT) have undoubtedly reshaped the way health care is carried out
and how health data are being documented. At
present, healthcare practice generates data
exchanges and stores huge amounts of patientspecific information [2] in electronic health records
(EHRs) and ancillary databases, including in some
cases emerging genome sequence data and vast
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amounts of information from digital imaging examinations. This generation of electronic health data
holds great promise not only to significantly contribute to healthcare provision but also to transform biomedical research.
At the same time, the knowledge explosion and an
ageing society create an escalation in healthcare
expenditures placing unprecedented organizational and economic pressures on healthcare
systems as well as expectation on the pharmaceutical industry for the rapid development of innovative medicines [3]. The development of new
medicines is critical to deliver improvements in
healthcare. Most new medicines are developed by
the pharmaceutical industry in collaboration with
academic and healthcare organizations which, for
example, conduct clinical trials and observational
research. In parallel, healthcare authorities and
provider organizations and academic biomedical
researchers are increasingly looking at secondary
uses of clinically recorded data towards optimizing
the reach, success and efficiency of disease prevention, disease management and public health
strategies and programmes [3].
Researchers use various methods to investigate,
for example, disease comorbidities, patient stratification, drug interactions and clinical outcome
from various clinical databases and registries. A
critical factor for successful utilization of available
health data for research is the access, management
and analysis of integrated patient data, within and
across different functional domains. For example,
most clinical and basic research data are currently
stored in disparate and separate systems, and it is
often difficult for clinicians and researchers to
access and share these data. Furthermore, inefficient workflow management in clinics and research
laboratories has created many obstacles to medical/clinical research, decision-making and assessment of outcomes. The vitally needed change in
contributing to biomedical research and other
important areas such as drug discovery cannot be
achieved without the availability of trustworthy
and scalable reuse of EHRs [4]. Various innovative
methods are being used to find meaning in these
large sets of information [5].
Here, we first provide an overview of the different
methods for obtaining data for clinical research
processes, and then describe the fascinating possibilities provided by the new types of federated
EHRs. The challenges and obstacles to increasing
2
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the scale of EHR use will be considered next, along
with ways to overcome these problems, including
semantic interoperability, privacy and legal concerns. Finally, the structural and political challenges to a sustainable system for clinical research
in cooperation with EHR systems and important
initiatives for federated EHR systems for clinical
research will be described, with particular emphasis on the Electronic Health Records for Clinical
Research (EHR4CR) project [6].
Obtaining data for clinical research processes
What is clinical research?
There are many different types of research questions and methodologies covered by the term
‘clinical research’. The pharmaceutical industry
focuses in particular on controlled clinical trials.
This type of research remains very important, and
there is a need to improve the efficiency and lower
the cost of conducting trials whilst responding to
increasing demands from regulatory bodies for
more and better quality evidence of effectiveness
and outcomes. Although academic clinical scientists often participate in such studies, they are also
concerned with many other types of studies including comparative effectiveness research with older
drugs and unselected patients with multiple diseases and various characteristics that were exclusion criteria at the time of the market approval
study.
Many clinical research projects are not primarily
concerned with therapy at all but investigate, for
example, the natural course of diseases, criteria for
diagnosis, the role of patient education and continued surveillance. Clinical research now often
includes studies on the role of genes and metabolic
pathways in relation to health and disease development. Some clinical research is also concerned
with the function of the health system at large,
with the function and effectiveness of various
organizational structures and collaborations including the care and above all the costs of health care.
Such studies require clinical records but also data
that may be stored in various administrative
databases for patient care or provider reimbursement.
Not a one-size-fits-all approach
These various types of clinical research inevitably
use structured and narrative health records –
increasingly from EHRs – as well as special
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Table 1 Characteristics of some sources of clinical information for research
Data sources

Advantages

Disadvantages

Electronic health record

Easy management of rights and consents.

Too few cases for many important studies.

(EHR) at a single institution

Full clinical content, structured and

No general purpose research tools

unstructured data. Possibly same
semantics for all
Special disease registers

Collect data from several institutions.

Limited and relatively fixed data set.

at a regional or national

Allow comparisons of results and

Changed rarely at the most yearly. Does

level (often termed quality

larger samples.

not allow analyses of types of variables

registers)

Well-defined data variables

other than those collected. More
complicated rights and consent
management. Extra work to record the
data. In some cases, though, it is possible
to transfer data from an EHR. Often
double registration in EHR and quality
register

Special research database

Very well-controlled variables including

Expensive to set up for one project. Extra

system for a specific

functions to ensure project process

work because data cannot be retrieved

project (e.g. a regulated

support and reasonable compliance

from EHRs and extra work for clinical

clinical trial)

staff to transfer data from screen or paper
to the research system

Federated system of

May allow very large case populations,

electronic health records

especially if federation across national

and special research

borders

Semantic interoperability and consent are
difficult to manage

project tools

databases for images and laboratory data including sequence data from genetic analyses that, in
most cases, are stored in separate systems.
Table 1 shows some of the principal sources of
health information that may be used for research.
We believe that the new paradigm of federated
EHRs will become an essential tool; however,
different methods will continue to be explored for
some aspects of clinical research for many years.
Possibilities with new types of EHRs
The era of the EHR
What is now most commonly referred to as the EHR
started to enter clinical care as early as the 1960s.
It is interesting to note that many of the pioneers
were already at that time seeing the improved
possibilities for follow-up and research as one of
the most valuable reasons for the transfer from
paper-based to electronic recording systems.
Whilst these objectives where maintained to some

degree, the further development of clinical information systems has largely focused on improving
administrative processes (including reimbursement) and, more recently, the direct provision of
clinical care. Early attempts to structure data
input were unfortunately replaced by large freetext narrative (letters, reports and progress notes),
in most locations dictated by a physician, sometimes with speech-to-text assistance. The move to
EHRs has been far from uniform in different parts
of the world and has not mirrored general IT
developments. In some regions, including Scandinavia and the UK, electronic systems were first
adopted by primary care, whereas in others, the
development was led by university clinics in large
hospitals.
However, whilst the world as a whole is still far from
seeing the end to paper records, there has been a
very rapid expansion in the last 5–10 years to the
point where now in some countries, nearly 90% of
all healthcare records are digital. Indeed, a very
ª 2013 The Association for the Publication of the Journal of Internal Medicine
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dramatic recent increase in the USA has been
largely due to government financial incentives for
EHRs with ‘meaningful use’ criteria [7]. Despite a
few relatively new EHR system products that provide important support for some institutional
research needs, most EHR systems today do not
provide a good basis for clinical research.
Improving the quality of EHR data
To use EHR systems efficiently for clinical
research, a number of features are required that
unfortunately have often been lacking. In addition
to structured data capture, functions are required
to ensure the correctness, completeness and accuracy of the data within the EHR systems [8, 9].
Equally important is the assurance within EHR
systems of security, with confidentiality, integrity
and general trustworthiness to meet the requirements for high-quality research data [10–12]
including regulated clinical trials where good clinical practice is mandated [13].
Quality assurance mechanisms may be needed to
ensure that the EHR systems themselves adhere
to certain quality characteristics. Third-party certification is essential in the EHR quality assurance process. The Healthcare Interoperability
Testing and Conformance Harmonization (HITCH)
project has provided a roadmap of how eHealth
interoperability quality labelling and certification
should be organized in Europe. As part of the
EHR-Q Thematic Network, quality labelling and
certification of EHRs have been promoted in
Europe by organizing more than 70 workshops
in 27 European member states, and ‘data quality’
has been identified as one of the key issues. The
European Institute for Health Records (EuroRec)
has developed and currently maintains a repository of more than 1700 EHR quality criteria
(functional descriptive statements), and tools to
facilitate the process of EHR quality labelling and
certification.
Data quality has many dimensions such as completeness, correctness, concordance, plausibility
and currency [9, 14]. A more direct involvement of
the patient and next-of-kin in EHR data collection
can also contribute to EHR data quality. For
instance, Porter et al. [15] demonstrated that
parental data entry is more complete than recording by physicians. New mobile computing devices
enable patient questionnaires to be directly connected to EHRs [16].
4
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On the other hand, evidence for the benefits of
EHRs, in particular related to data quality, has
been challenged [17]. In addition to regulatory
obstacles to the reuse of EHRs, inaccurate diagnostic codes and problem lists can cause errors
[18]. Botsis et al. [19] analysed 10 years of EHR
data regarding pancreatic cancer from a major
clinical data warehouse and reported between 6%
and 46% incompleteness for some study variables.
Similar findings regarding completeness of EHR
data for recruitment of clinical trials were reported
by Kopcke et al. [20].
Given the importance of EHR data quality, a
process for quality assessment – such as monitoring of EHR data quality – should be implemented.
Kahn et al. proposed determining the priority of
variables, iterative cycles of assessment and
‘detailed documentation of the rationale and outcomes of data quality assessments to inform data
users’ [21].
Given the poor quality of many legacy EHR systems, it is not surprising that their use for clinical
research has been limited. In many cases, registries have been created with special reporting
outside the normal clinical record, to serve
research purposes. Some countries have invested
substantially in such registries; for example, Sweden’s ‘quality registers’, which include more than
70 conditions on a national scale and collect highquality data with coverage that may be near 100%
of all cases for some of these conditions. This has
created much valuable data, many international
publications and a significant impact on the
practice of medicine [22]. However, the registry
structures are inflexible and create significant
work, even if EHR extracts using modern standards can partially automate registry population,
as has been demonstrated for the Swedish Heart
Failure Register.
Semantic challenges regarding the integration of EHRs
The analysis of EHRs for research, on a European
scale, shares many challenges with the communication of EHRs between systems for patient care.
Not only do EHR systems have markedly different
repositories, the way clinical information organized
within them by different teams and care settings is
radically different. Some aspects are uniform in
one country or institution, but other aspects of
clinical recording vary between individual clinicians without any evidence-based reason.
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When using EHRs for clinical research studies,
different types of information need to be integrated
– protocol eligibility criteria, clinical research data
items and EHR data – to enable the distributed
queries across multiple patient-centred sources in
support of cohort identification. Health informatics research over the past two decades has
focused on developing approaches to bridge heterogeneous EHRs to facilitate their consistent
interpretation (known as semantic interoperability) [23].
Layered semantic models in clinical care and clinical research
In the domain of patient care, the collective international efforts of multiple standards development
organizations have resulted in standards for both
the structure and the semantics of clinical information that enables computable semantic interoperability between diverse systems. Three major
contributions currently dominate internationally.
First, ISO EN 13606 is a generic and comprehensive representation for the exchange of EHR information
between
heterogeneous
systems,
deliberately kept as simple as possible to minimize
the vendor burden of mapping to and from this
intermediate representation [24]. It is ideally suited
to the extraction, communication and/or mapping
of longitudinal EHR data including fine-grained
parts of an EHR.
Secondly, the openEHR Foundation maintains a
more detailed model, catering for the widest set of
use cases for patient level data, ideally suited to the
implementation of a comprehensive EHR system as
its persistence model [25]. This model can be seen
as an extension of the formal ISO standard 13606.
Thirdly, HL7 Reference Information Model (RIM)
and HL7 Clinical Document Architecture (HL7
CDA) [26] are designed to communicate a single
clinical document as a message and are therefore
ideally suited to a messaging environment in which
HL7 version 3 is already in use for other purposes,
and where the communication needed is for a
single document at a time (e.g. a discharge summary).
These standards all take a ‘semantic-layered’
approach to representing the meaning of the clinical information they contain [27, 28]: (i) generic
reference information models that can represent
the common characteristics of any clinical infor-
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mation, such as authorships and responsibilities,
dates and times of observations and healthcare
activities, version management, access policies
and digital signatures – it is important to note that
these models require an associated, robust data
type model such as that defined by ISO 21090; (ii)
more detailed clinical information structures
(13606/openEHR archetypes and HL7 CDA templates) that reflect the needs for documenting
particular details within EHRs, such as how
breathing difficulties, heart sounds, an echocardiogram, a differential diagnosis or a drug
prescription should be structured [29]; and (iii)
clinical terminology systems such as the International Classification of Diseases or SNOMED-CT
that provide the domain of possible values for each
element within an information structure.
In the domain of clinical research, the Clinical
Data Interchange Standards Consortium (CDISC)
has developed a number of platform-independent
standards that support the electronic acquisition,
exchange, regulatory submission and subsequent
archiving of clinical research data. In particular,
the recently released Protocol Representation
Model (PRM) and Study Design Model (SDM) allow
organizations to provide rigorous, machine-readable, interchangeable descriptions of the designs
of their clinical studies [30, 31]. In addition, the
Operational Data Model (ODM) defines the organization, structure and syntax of data captured
for analysis and reporting over the course of a
clinical trial [32]. Recently, the Clinical Data
Acquisition Standards Harmonization (CDASH)
initiative has specified the unambiguous semantics of a number of common data elements that
are deemed ‘common’ to all trials [33]. Lastly, the
Biomedical Research Integrated Domain Group
(BRIDG) model, resulting from a joint effort
between CDISC, HL7, the National Cancer
Institute (NCI) and the US Food and Drug
Administration, provides representations of the
semantics of clinical research data consistent with
the semantic layers described above for clinical
care [34].
Achieving broad-based, scalable and computable
semantic interoperability across multiple domains
requires the integration of multiple standards,
which therefore must be mutually consistent,
coherent and cross-compatible [35–37]. Unfortunately, standards in this field have often been
developed in parallel and are therefore somewhat
incompatible with each other.
ª 2013 The Association for the Publication of the Journal of Internal Medicine
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Towards standard-based use cases and cross-domain semantic
models
Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) has
sought to address this compatibility challenge
through ‘integration profiles’ that specify how one
or more standards might be tailored and applied
together to serve the interoperability needs of particular focused use cases [38]. The IHE domain
Quality, Research and Public Health (QRPH)
defines the information exchange profile for sharing
information for quality improvement in patient care
and clinical research [39]. This set of integration
and content profiles addresses the issue of multivendor, scalable interoperability required for EHRenabled research. Initially focusing on syntactic
interoperability for the reuse of EHR data, a recently
developed profile – data element exchange – provides a solution for sharing cross-domain semantic
models. Major research efforts currently focus on
defining shared sets of semantically unambiguous
and context-neutral (to enable reuse) common data
element definitions. The US National Cancer Institute has developed the Cancer Data Standards
Repository (caDSR) initiative to standardize common data elements used in cancer research [40,
41]. Similarly, CDISC Shared Health and Research
Electronic Library (CSHARE) aims to build a global,
accessible electronic library, to enable data element
definitions [42]. CSHARE, which is similar to NCI
caDSR, utilizes the ISO/IEC 11179 standard as the
semantic basis for the metadata repository of Common Data Elements [43]. In the EHR4CR project [6],
in collaboration with the European project SALUS
[44], we explore the advantage of using a variety of
semantic web tools and technologies in support of
the representation and sharing of cross-domain
semantics [45, 46].
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although priorities and practical solutions may vary
considerably from one environment to another.
Additionally, laws and regulations differ substantially for processing personal data in different
countries. Even where some harmonization exists
in the general data protection legislation, in the EU
achieved by the Data Protection Directive (presently undergoing revision that may lead to a
uniform EU-wide regulation), many additional laws
regarding medical research vary between jurisdictions. This fact and possible misinterpretations of
the spirit of the law can create difficulties and
prevent multicountry collaborative research projects involving several jurisdictions.
These differences in laws and ethical approaches
and their interpretations create a number of
pragmatic issues (see Table 2) surrounding the
reuse of EHR data for clinical research.
The ‘consent model’ and the ‘trust model’ are two
possible approaches to address some of these
challenges for a research network based on federated EHRs.
The consent model
It is debatable whether explicit consent is required
for reuse of key-coded (pseudonymized) EHR data
for research and statistical purposes [51]. In legal
terms, it is possible as it may be considered a
‘compatible use’ consistent with the original collection of the data (for healthcare) and it may fall
outside the scope of the principles of personal data
protection regulations [52]. In some countries,
special legislation may require primary EHR data
to be submitted for public health purposes to
national or regional registries without the need
for consent of the data subject.

Privacy: ethical and legal challenges to federated research
Legal and ethical aspects of using EHRs for research
It is essential to use patients’ medical information
for secondary purposes, beyond care of the individual concerned, for the high quality of healthcare
delivery and the effectiveness of scientific research
[47]. The use of EHRs for clinical research is inevitably challenged both by legal and ethical considerations [48]. A balance must be found to enable
scientific research progress within a framework in
which the privacy of patients is not compromised.
The ethical issues are generally similar across
different cultures and healthcare systems [8],
6
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Many difficulties arise if explicit consent is
required for a clinical research project, as outlined
in Table 2. Alternatively, or more often in addition
to consent of data subjects or their proxy, a
collective decision or ‘social consent’ by a research
ethics committee or similar body might be possible
or necessary.
The trust model
The second approach is to reduce the information
content of the data so that individuals can no
longer be identified. In this case, there would be no
privacy risks and consent would no longer be
required; this could be termed ‘effectively anonymized’
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Table 2 The most common issues encountered in collaborative projects where different laws and/ or institutional ethical
frameworks apply
Issue

Identified problems

Gaining retrospective consent

Too difficult, too costly or requires disproportionate effort (e.g. patients

Gaining broad prospective consent

Difficult to ensure that the data subject is ‘fully informed’ [49]. Also,

may have moved or changed their names)
research methods and detailed research questions may change over
time. Is the broad consent still valid?
Gaining dynamic consent

This model in which the data subjects are continuously informed about
the project progress and asked to reaffirm their consent with new
directions may seem to be the solution in the Internet age, but there are
also good arguments against close inclusion of patients in research
project steering [50]

Gaining early consent (as part of treatment)

May be deemed ‘coercive’

Legal position of ‘nearly anonymized’ data

It would help scientists to understand what is really expected from them

Use of the ‘precautionary principle’

Practical interpretation will be more restrictive than legislators intended

to ensure compliancy when reusing EHRs for research
by data ‘gatekeepers’
Lack of consistency in interpretation of

This is especially important where the consent process may be affected

the legal position between regulators or
approval bodies, such as research ethics
committees

data, although there is no clear definition and, with
the levels of information currently available online,
it can be hard to ensure that any data set is fully
anonymized [53].
The uncertainties of the legal position of ‘nearly
anonymized’ data make it difficult for researchers
to know when they are being compliant with the
law whilst reusing EHRs for research. There are
similar uncertainties for the representatives of the
‘data controller’ at a healthcare institution to know
what levels of data they can safely release. It is
often easier for such ‘data gatekeepers’ to use the
‘precautionary principle’ [54] and not release the
data. This is further compounded by different
interpretations and approval processes at each
institution [55]; what is acceptable at one institution may not be acceptable or practical at another.
Thus, finding a common approach can be nearly
impossible.
Privacy protection and security measures
De-identification
One of the important questions for privacy protection is whether microdata (data pertaining to

discernible individuals) are required for research
or whether aggregated results are sufficient.
Numerous approaches and techniques have been
proposed and studied with respect to the deidentification (anonymization) of microdata. Their
main objective is to maximize the information
content level whilst minimizing the re-identification risk with respect to the individuals involved
(with mathematically provable guarantees). These
approaches usually encompass a combination of
techniques such as generalization [56, 57], suppression [58], global recoding [59], Post RAndomisation Method (PRAM) [60], microaggregation [61],
top and bottom coding [59] and slicing [62, 63].
At the same time, various grouping-based transformation strategies have been defined for determining whether a data set is safe for disclosure,
the most well known of which is ‘k-anonymity’
[64–69].
The above techniques do not, however, solve deidentification problems as unfortunately they tend
to excessively reduce the amount of information.
The concept of ‘contextual anonymity’ [70] was
introduced in the Advancing Clinico-Genomic
ª 2013 The Association for the Publication of the Journal of Internal Medicine
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Trials on cancer: Open Grid Services for improving
Medical Knowledge Discovery (ACGT) EU research
project (i.e. an operational environment in which
data can be considered de facto anonymous). The
proposed Data Protection Framework combines deidentification with a contractual framework (managed by the nonprofit organization Center for Data
Protection [71]) and a wide range of technical
security measures. This framework and its tools
(e.g. the Custodix Anonymisation Services [70])
have been successfully used in several EU projects
for reusing medical data.
In addition to relying solely on de-identification,
application information flows can also be designed
in such a way that no microdata are required
beyond the original hospital environment, for
instance, by introducing distributed privacy-preserving data mining algorithms [72]. Some data
reuse applications inherently only require aggregate results from the EHR (e.g. trial protocol
feasibility studies only need patient counts). Nevertheless, even in these cases, it remains necessary
to perform a proper risk assessment. For example,
applications that query an EHR only to retrieve
aggregate results might still need specific disclosure control protection when the query results
return too small aggregated groups.
Security
‘Basic’ security (authentication, authorization and
audit) is a fundamental requirement of each IT
system. However, some topics are of particular
interest when dealing with data reuse, especially
when relatively large distributed networks are
involved (e.g. trial protocol feasibility studies,
patient recruitment and data export to registries).
1 Access control management and enforcement
Crossorganization EHR data reuse (sharing)
translates into complex security policies that
need to be uniformly managed and enforced.
New complex requirements include for example
the capability of dealing with data-binding concepts such as ‘purpose of use’ and ‘conditions on
use’ (cf. privacy metadata, ‘sticky’ policies [73]).
2 Consent management
Consent is closely related to authorization (it
can be seen as a kind of access policy determined by the data subject). When consent is
electronically managed, it can be included into
the overall governance and be ‘enforced’ automatically [74].
8
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In this context, there are two interesting projects
working at the forefront of this area, EHR4CR [6]
and EURECA [75]. The former focuses on the
practical side of public–private cooperation in this
newly developing area, the latter on defining a
unified security framework (alongside a legal
framework) with the aim of offering regulatory
compliance ‘by design’ [76].
Structural and political challenges
Given a growing healthcare demand and limited
resources, health technologies must provide meaningful benefits to different stakeholders, such as
improved health outcomes to patients and cost
optimization to payers [77–79]. Considering that
patients will soon navigate between healthcare
points along with their EHR and other data, health
systems must evolve to take advantage of all the
data available in this new landscape driven by
information technologies. Consequently, there is a
need to develop scalable integrated healthcare
platforms, as well as potent aggregators for managing health data across different systems and
data sources [3].
In particular, for patients and their families and
care givers, EHR-integrated research platforms will
provide a secure environment to share health data,
for advancing clinical research towards achieving
faster access to safe and effective innovative medicines. For the research community, EHR-enabled
research will optimize research and development
platforms, processes and timelines. For the pharmaceutical industry, the reuse of EHR data will
maximize the R&D value chain by generating highquality clinical evidence faster through better protocol feasibility assessment, improved patient identification and recruitment, and more efficient
clinical study conduct, including for reporting
serious adverse events. For contract research
organizations, EHR-enabled clinical research will
maximize the value to customers and diversify
revenue streams. For clinical investigators and
primary and secondary care physicians, having
access to the most modern, trustworthy and
efficient EHR-integrated research environments
will enable their participation in a larger number
of clinical trials. For regulatory agencies, the reuse
of EHR health data for research will generate
comprehensive clinical evidence more rapidly for
assisting regulatory decision-making. For public
and private payers, EHR health data mining will
enable further cost-effectiveness research to assist
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optimal reimbursement decisions. For hospitals
and healthcare organizations, participating in
EHR-integrated research will enhance EHR data
quality, as well as management reporting, performance benchmarking, optimization of care pathways and research revenue. For academic centres,
mining EHRs will generate more research opportunities and funding, including in emerging
domains. For the industry of HIT, technical vendors, trusted third parties and service providers,
EHR research platforms will open new business
opportunities facilitated by sustainable business
models.
Overall, the reuse of EHR data for clinical research
will optimize clinical development towards achieving faster access to innovative medicines. Considering R&D costs of €1.1 billion for each new
chemical or biological entity [80, 81], and the large
number of clinical trials that the pharmaceutical
industry must conduct to achieve regulatory
approval and reimbursement, the efficiency gains
from EHR-integrated research platforms will provide key competitive assets. The deployment of
value-based innovation across the R&D framework
also involves integration of patient-oriented programmes, evidence-based approaches and multistakeholder strategies, from early clinical research
phases to lifecycle management, and beyond [78,
79, 82, 83]. These opportunities will be maximized
with the adoption of EHRs by patients, health
providers and researchers, and by achieving
interoperability [79, 84, 85]. Such integrated
approaches will enrich health data and will
improve clinical research and patient care [5, 79,
82].
For healthcare systems, the opportunity to optimize health outcomes of target populations
through the timely delivery of healthcare interventions, including innovative medicines, and to monitor their effectiveness in real-life settings using
EHR-integrated research platforms, will provide an
important strategic tool for addressing public
health priorities.
Important initiatives for federated clinical research
There are currently several ongoing projects dealing with the (re)use of EHR data for the purpose of
clinical research. In the USA, initiatives such as
i2b2 [86], the eMERGE network [87], the Kaiser
Permanente Research Program on Genes, Environment and Health (RPGEH) [88] and the Million
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Veteran Program [89] are focusing on integrating
EHRs and genomic data [5]. The Stanford Translational Research Integrated Database Environment
(STRIDE) is an example of a US project that aims to
create an informatics platform supporting clinical
and translational research [90].
In Europe, several research projects and initiatives
such as the i4health network [91], EMIF (European
Medical Information Framework) [92], eTRIKS
(Delivering European translational information &
knowledge management services) [93], EURECA
(Enabling information re-use by linking clinical
research and care) [75], INTEGRATE (Integrative
cancer research through innovative biomedical
infrastructures) [94], Linked2Safety [95], SALUS
(Scalable, Standard based Interoperability Framework for Sustainable Proactive Post Market Safety
Studies) [44], TRANSFoRm (Translational Research
and Patient Safety in Europe) [96] and EHR4CR
(Electronic Health Records for Clinical Research) [6]
are all concerned with re(using) EHRs for facilitating clinical research, thereby focusing on different
disease domains and addressing different use cases
and scenarios. The EHR4CR project is addressing
many of the challenges discussed in this review and
will therefore be described in detail below.
The EHR4CR project
Overview and objectives
The EHR4CR project is part of the European
Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI) programme.
The 4-year project is ongoing (2011–2014), has a
budget of more than 16 million Euros and involves
35 academic and private partners (including
10 pharmaceutical companies. The consortium
includes also 11 hospital sites in France, Germany,
Poland, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. The
authors of this publication are all members of this
consortium. An aim of the EHR4CR project is to
demonstrate how data held in EHRs can be reused
to enhance clinical research processes, in a multinational context, whilst protecting privacy. The
project will provide a robust platform accompanied
by a portfolio of relevant services (protocol feasibility, patient identification and recruitment, clinical
trial conduct and serious adverse event reporting
services) to demonstrate sustainable, scalable and
cost-effective solutions. The EHR4CR platform will
also be supported by an innovative business model
(e.g. governance model, accreditation and financial
mechanisms) and a customized value proposition
[81].
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Technical approach
The EHR4CR platform will be developed and
implemented as a common set of components and
services that will allow the integration of the
lifecycle of clinical studies with heterogeneous
clinical systems, thereby facilitating data extraction and aggregation, workflow interactions, privacy protection, information security, and
compliance with ethical, legal and regulatory
requirements. This will help to speed up the
protocol feasibility refinement process with rapid
feedback on population numbers and their geographical distribution, to assist in identifying suitable patients via their nominated care providers,
and to accelerate and improve the accuracy of
patient recruitment and trial execution, and to
enable more complete and real-time safety monitoring. The organizational model, with inclusion of
an independent trusted third party, will also allow
for additional kinds of data transactions between
different stakeholders and environments [e.g. platform-level audit trial (re)construction and specific
(de-identified) data exchanges outside the scope of
the standard scenarios].
Pilot sites will use de-identified EHR data from the
EHR4CR hospital partner sites to validate the
platform and the proof-of-concept services and to
provide input to the EHR4CR business model. The
EHR4CR consortium and the hospital sites
involved have been chosen intentionally in such a
way as to ensure the necessary success factors for
obtaining future solutions for the reuse of EHR
data across different legal frameworks. The project
will primarily address the following disease areas
included in the pilot sites: oncology, inflammation,
neuroscience, diabetes and cardiovascular and
respiratory diseases. These areas are relevant to
current pharmaceutical industry research interests, and align with clinical research and data
resources at the pilot sites.
Business model approach
The EHR4CR business model will provide a systematic, structured and scalable approach to the
use of EHR data for clinical research. It will define
how the platform and its complementary services
will be funded and sustained in the long term. The
project uses a formal approach and business
model innovation best practices [97, 98] for guiding
the design of a sustainable and operational business model framework. This process includes the
design and development of EHR4CR sustainability
strategies, governance model and business model
10
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core capabilities, namely: (i) EHR4CR service offering and value propositions; (ii) customer segmentation and management; (iii) organizational
infrastructure (resources, activities and processes,
including accreditation and certification); and (iv)
financial schemes (cost structure and revenue
streams).
The business model involves the development of
comprehensive and customized value propositions
describing the expected benefits that an organization offering the service promises to deliver to its
stakeholders in relation to their needs [97–99].
Results after 2 years of progress
During the first 2 years, the project has produced a
number of deliverables. A first version of the
EHR4CR information model (a platform-independent conceptual model) has been developed, based
on generic reference models for representing clinical data (e.g. ISO/HL7 RIM and CDISC/HL7
BRIDG) and data elements of standard data types
[46].
Software requirement specification for the protocol
feasibility service (PFS) and patient identification
and recruitment service (PRS) has been completed.
The first version of the EHR4CR platform, including the PFS, has been developed based on a
service-oriented architecture (SOA) in which service providers and consumers can dynamically
connect. As such, the primary goal of the EHR4R
architecture is the specification of clearly defined
interfaces and responsibilities supporting potentially any physical location of service consumers
and providers. Data end-points (e.g. the connections between the platform and each hospital) are
key service elements in the EHR4CR platform from
which the different scenarios can be built.
The viability and performance of the EHR4CR
platform and the PFS have been tested with good
results by connecting 11 hospitals to the platform
using a list of the 82 most important EHR data
elements. Feasibility queries from 10 different
(recently performed) clinical studies were evaluated
in real time using a graphical user interface allowing specification of Boolean and temporal constraints between individual eligibility criteria
(Fig. 1).
In assessing the PFS, all 10 European Federation
of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations
(EFPIA) partners participated in user acceptance
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Fig. 1 Screenshot of the EHR4CR platform user interface for the protocol feasibility service.

testing. Overall, 373 free-text eligibility criteria
were reviewed by clinical trial experts; 175 feasibility criteria were transformed into a computable
representation. In addition, pilot sites mapped
approximately 300 codes from their local terminologies. After running an eligibility query, the results
can be visualized by showing the overall results
and with the possibility to analyse separately on
the basis of patient demographics (age categories
and gender) and individual eligibility as well as for
individual sites.
The EHR4CR business model framework has been
developed, and preliminary simulations suggest
that the model would be profitable (for different
parties including the pharmaceutical industry,
system vendors and hospitals) and sustainable
over a 5-year time period, contingent upon swift
adoption of EHR4CR services at project completion
and steady market uptake thereafter. Further
simulations using consolidated market assumptions are currently in progress.
Conclusion
EHRs have a great potential to support clinical
research, including but certainly not limited to

clinical trials for new medicines. However, there are
a number of challenges to achieving this on a
European scale and it may be some time before the
analysis of routinely collected EHR data can replace
traditional clinical trial workflows. Nevertheless, we
believe that modern quality-controlled EHRs, combined with a platform that supports semantic
interoperability, protects privacy and provides various clinical research tools, can offer very important
opportunities for new clinical research, beyond the
single institution and in some cases beyond
national borders. This research will be faster, of
higher quality and use fewer resources, towards a
goal where each patient case can be used to
improve knowledge, that is, basic biomedical
understanding as well as new insights into the
currently most effective and efficient diagnostic and
therapeutic processes. The European research initiative EHR4CR has an important part in developing a number of innovative services to support
federated clinical research based on the semantic
integration of different EHR system products,
across organizations and across countries. Attention is being paid to the ethical considerations and
to ensuring appropriate security measures for deidentification, paired with security measures for
confidentiality, integrity, availability and auditability,
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using cryptographic techniques and public key
infrastructures.
Hence, advanced EHR-integrated platforms will
provide truly innovative solutions which promise
to revolutionize clinical research, to advance clinical care, and to bring significant benefits to many
stakeholders, including patients, health systems,
researchers, industry and society.
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